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Abstract 
 

The article is devoted to the experimental studies of the stress and strain state of the two-pass reinforced concrete beams under the influ-

ence of low-cyclic repeated and alternating loads. Based on the results of experimental studies, the effect of low-cyclic repeated and al-

ternating loads on the change of the stress and strain state of continuous reinforced concrete beams has been established. In the course of 

testing the sample, it was found that the stress and strain state of the beams under the action of the above mentioned loads is significantly 

different from the stress and strain state of the beams under the action of nonalternating static loads, namely, the decrease of the bearing 

capacity, the increase of the deflections and the width of the cracking. All this is due to the change in the physical and mechanical prop-

erties of concrete in response to the above-mentioned loads on experimental. 
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1. Introduction 

The use of reinforced concrete continuous beams during the erec-

tion of buildings and structures is widespread. Such structures are 

used in monolithic slabs of multi-storey public and industrial 

buildings, underground storage tanks, parking lots for cars, etc. In 

the course of their operation, continuous beams of slabs for the 

above mentioned buildings, low-cyclic repeated and alternating 

loads of different levels are tested, but their stress and strain state 

and its change are not sufficiently studied. It should be noted that 

the existing national [1, 2] and foreign [3, 4] methods of calculat-

ing continuous beams do not take into account the actions of the 

above-mentioned loads and their influence on the parameters of 

the stress and strain state. 

2. Problem Statement and Significance  

The investigation of the stress and strain state, which corresponds 

to the real operation of structures, is one of the main tasks for the 

development of the theory of their calculations. Low-cyclic alter-

nating changes cause specific conditions for the operation of rein-

forced concrete structures and stipulate the changes in the me-

chanical and deformative characteristics of concrete, affect the 

fracture resistance and deformability of these elements. 

A fairly large number of scientists have investigated the work of 

non-permeable reinforced concrete beams under unambiguous 

static loads. It has been lately discussed in works [5 ... 12]. As for 

the experimental and theoretical studies of the parameters of the 

stress-strain state of the continuous reinforced concrete beams, 

under the action of low-cyclic repetitive the research data are pub-

lished in papers [13 ... 17]. However, the research of the stress and 

strain state and the operation of continuous reinforced concrete 

beams as a whole under the action of low-cyclic alternating loads 

has not been yet conducted. Therefore, given the above, this prob-

lem is becoming increasingly relevant. 

Your paper must be in two column format with a space of 0.5cm 

between columns. 

3. The Purpose and Tasks of the Research  

On the basis of experimental studies, to analyze the effect of low-

cyclic repeated and alternating loads on the parameters of the 

stress-strain state of continuous reinforced concrete beams. 

4. Main Body  

To achieve the purpose, the experimental studies were carried out 

on the stress-strain state of two-pass continuous beams under the 

action of low-cyclic repeated and alternating loads. Reinforced 

concrete beams were made of concrete of C25/30 class and rein-

forced with two welded frames. As the working armature there 

was used the armature of A400 class with diameter of 12 mm, a 

cross-reinforcement of А240 class with the diameter of 6 mm. 

Reinforcement of beams is double symmetrical with two longitu-

dinal rods from below and from above the beam section. The step 

of the cross rods at the supporting areas is 100mm, in spans – 

200mm. Continuous two-pass beams with identical spans of 1500 

mm and cross-sectional dimensions of 100x160 mm were tested 

with the help of a special power traverse using the hydraulic press 

PG-200. Loading of beams was carried out by four lumped forces, 
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two forces in each span, which were applied according to the 

scheme shown in Fig. 1, which also shows the location of measur-

ing devices.  

 
Fig. 1: Scheme of the application of forces and arrangement of measuring 

devices. 
 

The scheme of testing beams in a special power plant using the 

press PG-200 is shown in Fig. 2 

 
Fig. 2: Test scheme of two-pass beams 

 

Testing samples was performed according to the following loading 

regimes: one-time static loading leading to fracture to determine 

loading levels; low-cyclic repeated loading with the upper level of 

0,6 and lower – 0,3; low-cyclic alternating loading with the level 

of 0.6. The number of cycles of low-cyclic loads taken is ten. Af-

ter ten cycles of low-cyclic loads, the beams were carried to de-

struction. The schemes of loading modes of experimental samples 

are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Diagrams of beams loading modes 
Beam code Loading modes Type of 

load 

BDS-1 

BDS-2 

BDS-3 

 

One-time 

short-

term, 
graduated 

up to 

destruc-

tion 

BLCR-1 

BLCR-2 

BLCR-3 

 

Short-

time, 

low-

cyclic 

repeated 

loading 
with the 

level 

(0,3-0,6) 
with 

destruc-

tion after 
ten cy-

cles 

BLCAL-1 
BLCAL-2 

BLCAL-3 

 

Short-
term, 

low-

cyclic 
alternat-

ing load-

ing (level 
0,6) with 

destruc-

tion after 
the tenth 

cycle 

In the course of testing the beams, deformations of concrete and 

reinforcement, deflection of beams and the possible movement of 

extreme supports were measured. Concrete deformations were 

measured by clock-type indicators with the unit division of 0.001 

mm based on 200 mm and strain gauges with the base of 50 mm, 

glued in strands in spans where there were maximum positive 

bending moments under the first force from the extreme support 

and maximum negative moments under the central support, as 

well as in sloping sections from the support to the places of appli-

cation of forces on the beam. The deformations of the armature 

were measured with the help of the Guggenberger strain gauge on 

the basis of 20 mm with the unit division of 0,001 mm and strain 

gauges based on 20 mm, which were glued to the reinforcing bars. 

The deflection of the beams was measured by the deflection me-

ters of type 6 of PAI LISI with the unit division of 0.01 mm. The 

indicators of the clock type determined the movement of the outer 

supports. The appearance of cracks in the testing of beams was 

observed visually and with the help of a microscope MPB-3 with 

the unit division of 0.002mm. At each half-cycle of loading on the 

sides of the beams, the height of the normal hw and the length of 

inclined cracks lw were marked. Using this method of conducting 

experimental studies of beams with the designed equipment and 

the use of modern measuring instruments allowed to investigate 

the effects of the above mentioned loads on the actual stress-strain 

state of normal and inclined beam sections and changes in the 

testing process. 

The mechanism of deformation, cracks formation and destruction 

of continuous beams is significantly different from the operation 

of single-pass reinforced concrete bending elements, even with 

unambiguous static loading (in the first half-cycle). With increas-

ing loading, first appear normal cracks over the middle support in 

the zone of maximum momentum, then in spans between the con-

centrated forces and in the spans of the section of the stretched 

zone. Sloping cracks appeared during loading, which is on average 

2.5 times higher than the load, at which normal cracks are formed. 

All this was fixed at the loading of beams on the 1st half-cycle 

with low-cyclic repeated and alternating loads. With further cyclic 

loading with each cycle, the stress-strain state of the beams 

changed. This was followed by the growth of deformations and 

cracks in the experimental samples. If we compare the stress-strain 
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state of beams for the effects of low-cyclic repeated and low-

cyclic alternating loads, then there is also a significant difference. 

The formation and development of cracks, which crossed practi-

cally all sections, were more characteristic in the appearance of 

values with increasing cycles. After changing the mark, the efforts 

of the microcracking were formed more intensively, interconnect-

ed and formed the main cracks. After the formation of the condi-

tional plastic joint under the middle support (the stresses in the 

working armature have reached the yield strength) there appears 

redistribution of internal forces with a sharp increase in the bend-

ing moments in the spans with the maintenance of the maximum 

possible value of the bending moment over the middle support. 

The following conclusions can be made when carrying the beams 

to destruction due to the achieving the yield strength of the longi-

tudinal armature and the analysis of the results of experimental 

studies. 

5. Conclusion  

The performed experimental researches of the operation of the 

two-pass reinforced concrete beams under the action of low-cyclic 

repeated and alternating loads give an opportunity to note that the 

above-mentioned loads significantly affect the stress-strain state 

and its change in the process of testing, as compared to unambigu-

ous static loads. Under the action of low-cyclic repeated loads, the 

bearing capacity of the beams after ten cycles averaged 8%, and 

for the effects of low-cyclic changes after ten cycles – by 16%. 

Accordingly, deflections increased with low-cyclic repeated loads 

at the level of η = 0,6 – by 12%, and with low-cyclic alternatives – 

by 40%. The width of opening both normal and inclined cracks 

also increased. At the loading level of η = 0.6, with a unambigu-

ous static load, the width of normal cracks was Wk = 0.06 mm, 

with a low-cyclic repetition after ten cycles – Wk = 0.14 mm, and 

with a low-cyclic alternate after ten cycles – Wk = 0,6 mm 

The indicated changes of the stress-strain state must be taken into 

account when calculating statically-indefinite bending elements 

under the action of the above-mentioned loads by introducing the 

appropriate coefficients of working conditions. But for this pur-

pose, it is necessary to accumulate the necessary data of experi-

mental studies of such elements operation, which stipulates to 

continue further research on this problem. 
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